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DiTV aims to find the fundamentals of enabling Digital Terrestrial TV and Interactive Services, DTTVS, in Latin America, LA. Such fundamentals do not only refer to technical challenges towards interoperability and 100% coverage, but they also have an important regulatory and socio/political dimension.

Moreover, the choice of a widely accepted standard is of paramount importance to achieve economies of scale.

DiTV will provide the real technical-economical-socio-political snapshot of LA constituting an appropriate tool in order to address such additional dimensions.
**DiTV Specific objectives are the following**

1. Identify relevant Technological/Political/Socio-economical circumstances.

**DiTV** aim is to build up an ad-hoc snapshot of LA reality in what concerns DTTVS.

2. Identify needs (infrastructures, technology and contents) of the LA target countries that can be provided by DTTVS, in particular by European standards.

3. Dissemination to promote awareness both in Europe and in LA to help and encourage broadcast executives and program makers to move towards the enhanced television.

**To achieve these objectives, DiTV will provide the following strong points:**

1. Identification of Technological/Political/Socio-economical circumstances relevant to DTTVS: by organizing workshops with relevant representatives of the main actors.

2. Identification of the needs of the LA countries that can be satisfied by DTTVS: by interviewing potential users. e-health is anticipated to be a central application, together with e-learning, e-government.

An important cross-fertilization is expected from **EHAS, CVIT** and **ORBIT** projects, which are being funded by the **EC** and/or **CYTED**.

3. Dissemination in order to promote awareness both in Europe and in LA: by disseminating the outputs from the workshops and needs identified.
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